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Online B2B wholesale sales platform to go up against
Urner Barry as spot price authority

March 24, 2015, 5:55 pm

Jeanine Stewart

What if seafood wholesalers could collect bids for large-volume buys in a transparent online marketplace?

This was Nova Scotia, Canada-based startup Ocean Executive’s pitch to investors last week at Seafood
Expo North America in Boston, when the company debuted the first open-market seafood trading platform.

That's when the web-based platform became available to users, utilizing $100,000 in seed money from
Innovacorp, an early-stage venture capitalist firm that invests in “Nova Scotia start-ups that strive to change
the world".

Founder Mike Budreski and sales and marketing executive Brian Fong describe it as one part LinkedIn, one
part Urner Barry and one part Ebay. Ultimately, their vision is to establish price indexes and futures trading of
specific seafood commodities within a targeted two to three years.

Mike Budreski, Ocean Executive founder
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"It's a tool for seafood professionals to find out the fair market value for that product,” said Budreski, who
started his career in seafood before going on to become a trader of commodities.

So how does the platform work? First, users sign up and connect with their existing professional contacts.
Like LinkedIn, it allows users to see how many contacts one has but not who they are, Budreski said.

Users can initiate public or private auctions, either on the buy or sell side, like on Ebay. The sales platform
offers trading in any of the 1,800 species the US Food and Drug Administration has defined as legally sellable
in the US. Within each species, they have built granularity into the system; and users can see the full scope of
specifications, from chemical additions to sizing.

The live nature of the sales process in the public auctions “gets a lot of excitement into the market place
because you’re a trader now", Burdreski said.

It also pumps some much needed transparency into the seafood market through the public auctions, which
will be online, in open marketplace, where the range of spot price offers can be seen in real time. Unlike
commodities such as sugar, pork bellies, wheat and corn -- all of which have established price indexes and
futures trading along with them -- no such transparent marketplace exists today for seafood.

Other companies, such as Iceland's Marko Partners with its "Marko Fish" platform and Shrimp Trader, a
US-based startup looking to allow buyers to go direct to the source, are also examples of new entrants to
this sector.

The go-to source for spot price data in the US today -- Urner Barry -- bases its prices on data it gathers
confidentially, the same as Undercurrent News on its prices portal.

Ocean Executive provides transparency on timing, as users are also asked to say whether the product is in
transit and the date it can be delivered.

“That’s one way of starting into the futures market,” Budreski said.

The company aims to establish futures trading within two to three years. Currently, the only widely known
seafood futures price index is the Fish Pool Index, which only applies to Norwegian salmon. Chilean salmon
price tracker Salmonex has said it too is working on creating a futures market for Chilean salmon, but this is
not launched yet.

Like in other well-established futures markets, Ocean Executive plans to establish a clearing house to screen
users, and it is currently in talks with FC Stone to do so. Currently, it is using Seafax and other credit reporting
agencies to check into users.

Andrew Ray, investment associate of seed money contributor InnovaCorp, says Budreski and Fong
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have already managed to fulfill their promise of getting the beta site launched, and they did so under budget,
while offering users a price that is competitive with today's brokers.

"Usually these things take a lot more money than what they [entrepreneurs/startup founders] project, but
they've really delivered," Ray told Undercurrent, also adding that Mike has the perfect background to get the
project off the ground due to his background. Budreski has more than 15 years of experience in the seafood
industry and five years working as an energy commodity broker on the New York Stock Exchange.

Launch of private and public auctions

The open market place is not the only offer Ocean Executive has for users. Since so many sales in seafood
are relationship-based, Ocean Executive provides a platform for private auctions in tandem with --  or instead
of -- open auctions.

Private auctions, Budreski said, provide a more streamlined way to sell to customers they already know.

Either way, the site’s function takes that of a broker, but it keeps other middlemen – the wholesaler, for
instance – firmly in the mix while helping them streamline their processes as well.

Fong and Budreski said they knew they had to include the option for private auctions after talking with
potential users, who underlined the importance of prioritizing certain potential customers due to the unusually
high importance of relationships in the seafood industry.

Out of this need grew the option of private auctions, which allow companies to only invite certain parties to
their buy or sell process.

Users can hold private auctions alongside public ones, while prioritizing loyal customers. For example, a seller
could stipulate that it will go with offers from the public auction only if they are a certain percentage higher
than those in the private auction.

First, Budreski and Fong are starting with processors, who are signing up to the site now and expected to
invite buyers, such as major retailers, into the process.

Related articles:

Boston blog: Northern Wind sees increasing North Atlantic scallop supply; Mexican supplier pushing tuna chorizo in

US

Ebay-backed workers rights project nabs new lease of life, reports Walmart engagement strong

Alibaba not just a game changer for investors
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